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Abstract 

To find out what differs between two versions of a file can be done with several different techniques and 

programs. These techniques and programs are often focusd on finding differences in text files, in 

documents, or in class files for programming. An example of a program is the popular git tool [3] which 

focuses on displaying the difference between versions of files in a project. A common way to find these 

differences is to utilize an algorithm called Longest common subsequence [1], which focuses on finding 

the longest common subsequence in each file to find similarity between the files. By excluding all 

similarities in a file, all remaining text will be the differences between the files. The Longest Common 

Subsequence is often used to find the differences in an acceptable time. When two lines in a file is 

compared to see if they differ from each other hashing is used. The hash values for each correspondent 

line in both files will be compared. Hashing a line will give the content on that line a unique value. If as 

little as one character on a line is different between the version, the hash values for those lines will be 

different as well. These techniques are very useful when comparing two versions of a file with text 

content. With data from a database some, but not all, of these techniques can be useful. A big difference 

between data in a database and text in a file will be that content is not just added and delete but also 

updated. This thesis studies the problem on how to make use of these techniques when finding 

differences between large datasets, and doing this in a reasonable time, instead of finding differences in 

documents and files.  Three different methods are going to be studied in theory. These results will be 

provided in both time and space complexities. Finally, a selected one of these methods is further studied 

with implementation and testing. The reason only one of these three is implemented is because of time 

constraint. The one that got chosen had easy maintainability, an easy implementation, and maintains a 

good execution time. 
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Introduction 
In the computer engineering field finding differences between files is an important component in the 

development process. Even in other fields this can be a key component. Some examples could be finding 

the difference between two documents in an uploading or update process, finding the difference 

between two different class files when programming, and finding the difference between two version of 

a document. Based on the displayed difference it can be clear for the user which version that should be 

saved, which one to delete, or if the two should be merged together. Several tools already use this 

approach, the git tool [3] is an example on finding the difference in different versions and branches on a 

project. Document editors often use this to save a local version between versions if you would need to 

trace back or reload a backup on crash. This approach is very useful to display raw differences. Even in 

some cases it could be argued that it also indicates if these changes are an inserted text or deleted text, 

this with respect to the first and second file that is being compared. A common technique to find the 

differences between documents is to utilize the mathematical algorithm for finding the ‘Longest common 

Subsequence’. With the longest common subsequence similarities between two files can be found, with 

all similarities found all that is left would therefore be differences. The lack of a proper way, except 

displaying if the differences is inserted or deleted with respect to the first and second file, can be 

problematic when data is examined from other sources than documents and files, an example is data 

dumps form a database. This approach also lacks the possibility to define if an update has occurred on an 

item and will only flag this as deleted in the first file and inserted in the second file. To find the difference 

between two database dumps, the easiest way would be to have a timestamp on each data object. This 

timestamp would be from when the object was last updated. In this way the oldest object could be 

replaced by a new one if the timestamp is newer with respect to date. The downside with this approach 

is that each entry would need to be augmented with a timestamp attribute. This approach can be 

problematic to implement and perhaps also not desired. Instead a similar method to the one finding 

differences in files can be achieved [1]. An alternating approach that use some techniques can also be 

achieved, this still within an acceptable runtime. 

Background 
Today the company Arctic Group uses a system that produces daily data dumps which consists of 

combined data from different databases. When a daily data dump is made this dump become parsed and 

loaded into another system. Both the parsing and loading will take linear time, with respect to the data 

dump size. This means that bigger data dumps will result in longer parsing and loading time. To minimize 

the dump size the differences between the previous loaded data dump and the new data dump could be 

calculated and then loaded into the system. The expected differences in an average case should be about 

1-4%, of the data dump size, and therefore the parsing and loading should be significantly faster if only 

the difference was parsed and loaded. During the parsing and loading several applications dependent on 

the data will be halted and therefore have a downtime. Shorter loading time would therefore result in 
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shorter the downtime. Instead of buying a system that calculates these differences Arctic Group desires 

to have full control on how the data is calculated. This will also result in that they know how the data is 

handled, who is reading it, and what happens to it. They can also fully modify the solution if the update 

pattern should deviate in the future or if they would desire to customize the solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motivation 
To find a new or better way to get the difference between data sets can vastly improve performance for 

applications. In this case it can improve uptime on systems for a specific company. Using a more native 

approach on finding differences so that the solution can be implemented on any programing language, 

without need for third party software, is also an important aspect. The calculation can be done anywhere 

in any program and it will have full control on the data that is being supplied.  

It’s also important to look at an old problem to see if it can be improved upon.  

The solutions will also take to account if it’s worth to first calculate difference between data and adding 

these differences, or if a more faceable solution is just to delete the data and load in the new one.  

Problem definition 
The main problem will be to calculate the difference between two data dumps, this should be done 

independently from the native data model.  With this approach a more dynamic and reusable solution to 

the problem can be adapted and no specific data model or data set will be needed. A definition on what 

will count as an Insert, Delete, and an Update must be made to solve this problem, and this can be 

problematic. The definition on what an update really is can deviate from case to case. The data cannot be 

augmented with a timestamp or any other attribute in the original data model in the database so this 
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Figure 2 Future system setup with delta calculation, where n represent the day a dump was made 

Figure 1 Current system setup 
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approach cannot be used. The datasets will have a large amount of data, up to 3.5+ million entries each, 

so usage of extra space can be prohibited.  

The comparisons of differences can’t be made during the construction of the datasets. It can only be 

made after the sets are constructed. As the data is provided in dumps after each day the only way to 

work with the data will be after all operations is done and no further changes must be made to the data. 

Delimitations 
In the base problem there will be two data dumps as input, the methods provided in this thesis will sort 

at least one of these two dumps, in some cases even both. The algorithm used for sorting and the sorting 

time has not been considered in the theory of this thesis. In the implementation the time for sorting will 

be included but separated from the time for finding the differences. Sorting time will therefore be 

included with the data loading time, the time to load a data dump file into the program. This choice was 

made because sorting is easy enough to implement but also complex enough to be a whole study on its 

own. Still the time it will take to sort the data needs to be included with the implementation to get the 

total runtime. Otherwise the comparison against the current system wouldn’t be possible. Any arbitrary 

sorting technique could be used. In the implementation an inbuilt sorting method in Java has been used. 

All the concluded methods, in both theory and implementation, uses binary search to find any specific 

element in the opposite data set. This search algorithm was chosen because it’s easy to utilize, it has a 

good average and worst-case time performance, and it’s easy to implement. If any modification should 

be needed, then Binary search is easy enough to modify. Any other search algorithm can be used instead 

of binary search, but in this case no other algorithm for finding an element will be explored. Therefore, 

no other search algorithm performance was studied in the case of finding elements.  

To see if an object is updated hashing will be used. Different kind of hash algorithms to hash objects 

hasn’t been further studied upon. This could maybe improve the running time if hashing was faster, but 

in this case the uniqueness of each element is enough. 

 

Thesis structure 
First of the section “Related” work will explored some related work in this field, this to get familiarized 

with some methods that will be alternated to some degree and used in the thesis.  

In the “Theory” section all the preparatory work needed will be explained. The notations and techniques 

that is used through the thesis will also be explained here.  

The “Theory” section also explains all the methods that has been concluded in this thesis. Each method 

will be explained in a detailed step, including pseudo code for some solutions, and why specific decisions 

has been made. Best, average, and worst time complexity for each method will be detailed and the 

scenario that yields the specific case will also be explained. Space requirement in each case and how that 

case occurs will be explained and detailed. The section will be finished with composed tables for both  

time and space complexity for all the methods presented. 

The “Practical consideration of the system” section will focus on implementation and testing. An 

implementation of one chosen method from the Theory Section will be examined. Different ways to load 
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the data dumps into implementation and a more detailed explanation of the one chosen for the 

implementation will be studied. 

“Discussion” section will go through what could’ve be done different and why these approaches wasn’t 

used. It will also discuss how the methods was formed, different problem that arise and how the problem 

was solved. The results from “Practical consideration of the system” will be put against the conclusions 

made in “Theory” to see if the results are the same as the theory behind them. 

Reflections on the results will be presented in “Conclusion and future work”. A look at improvements that 

can be made is presented here. What could be done differently to improve on the running time of this 

problem will also be under this section.  

Related work 
The most important work done in this field, considering this thesis, is the work on the diff tool from the 

GNU Diffutils. The algorithm to calculate the diff is based on the longest common subproblem. The diff 

tool is used to find differences between two files and display these line changes. The study on this tool is 

done by J.W.Hunt and M.D. Mcllory [1]. This study focuses on how the diff utility tool calculates the 

differences and how the longest common subsequence is utilized in this calculation.  All thought this tool 

is good at calculating differences it’s not enough for the current system to make use of because of the 

update pattern. This tool does not support the possibility to discover if a row was update and will mark 

this as a delete in first file and an insert in the second file. 

Another related work is done by J.W.Hunt and Thoms G. Szymanski [2]. This study focuses on how to 

improve the running time on the longest common Subsequence algorithm.  

The longest common subsequence algorithm approach will not be utilized in this thesis. The reason for 

this is once again because it will be hard to identify if any updates has been made without these getting 

marked as an insert or delete. 

Already consisting programs like google diff match [6] or any existing software wasn’t a suitable choice 

for the company. This because some of these solutions like [6] didn’t support the whished update pattern 

and they also wanted to have full control of how the comparisons was made and who read the data. 

Some other approaches that could have been beneficial is retroactive data structures that is covered in 

[4] and [5]. These approaches can be very beneficial as one could look in history what has happened to 

the data structure. These approaches was disregarded because the data in this scenarios comes from 

several data sources in and connections to these sources isn’t available. 
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Theory 

Preparatory work – Keys, Hashing, and sorting 
The first data dump will be referred to as data set A, this one is the oldest of the two data set. The size of 

dataset A will be referred to as n. 

The second data dump will be referred to as data set B, this one will be the fresh dump from the system. 

The size of dataset B will be referred to as m. The set A will be compared against the second dataset B.  

The resulting set with all differences that has been found will be called diffList. 

Before the delta calculation can begin on the two datasets some preparatory work has to be made on the 

datasets.  

First inserts, updates, and deletes will need to be defined.  

An insert will be defined as an object that is present in the B but not in A. 

A delete will be defined as an object that is present in the A but not in B. 

An update will be defined as an object that is present in both A and B but with different values. An 

update will therefore count as a change on any value in that isn’t a part of the key 

A unique value of each individual element in both datasets must be made. This unique value will be used 

to see if an operation is an update or not. A unique value can be achieved by hashing the whole element. 

An arbitrary hashing method can be used, the requirement is that each element get a unique value for 

the elements data representation. Unique in the sense that two elements that doesn’t have the same 

data representation will get a different hash value, if two elements have the same data representation 

then these two elements will get the same hash value. 

Secondly, unique key identifiers must be determined for each element if they don’t already exist. This 

cannot be the hash value that was made in the previous step. This key will identify the element, the 

previous hashed value will identify the value for that element. 

The data model will be augmented with an extra Boolean called “touched”. The value for this Boolean 

will be false by default. When an element has been found by the binary searched, and hash values has 

been compered, the element will be counted as touched. The “touched” Boolean for that element will 

then be sat to true. An operation tag will augment the data as well. This will indicate which operation 

that has operated on the element, Insert, Delete, or an Update. This augmentation is not necessary 

depending on approach and how the result should be presented. Another approach would be to store 

each operation in separate data sets, then this augmentation wouldn’t be necessary.  

Dataset B will be sorted with respect to the Key value on each element, this can be done using any 

arbitrary sorting method. This step is crucial later for finding an element from A in B.  
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The data model for each element in the data structure for each dataset will look like following 

 

 

 

 

Or if the tag approach is not chosen then the data model will look like following 

 

 

 

 

All methods discussed in this section will make use of the data model with the Operation tag. This will not 

make any performance difference; it’s just used for different result representation. The data model will 

be referred to as diffObject.  

Notations – Time and Space 
Time and space complexity will be expressed in Big Oh ‘O’ notation. 

The Big Oh notation will express how the algorithm will behave and grow as the input size grows. Big Oh 

will be used to see how the algorithm will behave on big inputs. 

In in this thesis the general case will involve that n and m is nearly of the same size. One could say that m 

will approach n in size. But for clarity that it’s two different arrays the m and n notation will be used and 

that 𝑛 ≥ 𝑚. 

 

Finding elements – Binary search 
For finding an element in a specific data set the search algorithm Binary search will be used. Binary search 

is a basic search algorithm that is used on sorted arrays to find an element. It has a good performance in 

Worst, Average, and best-case scenarios, it’s also consistent with its performances. Another reason why it 

was chosen is that the algorithm is easy to implement and easy to modify if needed. 
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Figure 3 Chosen data model for elements 
from the data dump 

 

Figure 4 Minimal required data model 
for the elements in the data dump 
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Finding a delta – Method 1 
To calculate the delta between A and B a similar approach to the one in [1] is used. 

This algorithm focuses on keeping the implementation easy and short. Every element a in the set A will 

be searched after in set B. A binary search on the Key value of a is done on the dataset B. This can have 

three different outcomes  

1. The search is unsuccessful. a will be added in the list of differences diffList and get tagged as 

“Deleted”. 

2. The search is successful. The corresponding value in the dataset B, called b, will be fetched. The 

hash value for a is then compared to the hash value of b. The hash values don’t match, b will 

then get tagged as an “Update”, marked as touched, and added to the list of differences diffList. 

3. The search is successful, the corresponding value in the dataset B, called b, will be fetched. The 

hash value for a is then compared to the hash value of b. The hash values matches, b will then 

get marked as touched. 

When A is done comparing all its elements on B the dataset B will be searched for untouched 

elements. If an untouched element b is found it will be tagged as “Inserted” and added in the diffList. 

Pseudo code of Method 1 

diffs = [] 

  for (DiffObject a : A) { 

  int index = binarySearch(a.getPrimaryKey(), B) 

  if (index != -1) { 

   DiffObject element =  B.get(index); 

   if(!(element.getHashValue() == a.getHashValue())){ 

    element.setOperation("Update") 

    diffs.add(element) 

   } 

   element.setTouched(true) 

  } else if (index == -1) { 

   a.setOperation("Delete") 

   diffs.add(a) 

  } 

 } 

 

 for (DiffObject b : B) { 

  if (!b.isTouched()) { 

   b.setOperation("Insert") 

   diffs.add(b) 

  } 

 } 

return diffs 

 

 

Another approach for finding all the inserted elements in B is to delete all found elements in B that isn’t 

an update, rather and then mark them as touched and then later go through the whole array after all 

untouched elements. But because the B set is sorted deleting an element in it would take O(n) in worst 

and average case. This would mean that every found element in B could take an extra time of O(n) to get 

deleted. Therefore, a much safer approach would be marking found elements as touched and then go 

Figure 5 Pseduo code of Method 1 
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through the elements in B. This will always add an extra time of O(m), which will be a more consistent 

approach.  

Time, Cost, and performance 

Worst-case 

The worst-case can occur in two ways, where one has a slightly overlay compared to the other. The two 

cases both consists of when all elements in set A is found in B, but in one scenario all the elements in B is 

updated. In both cases all elements in A will be found in B and hash values will be compared. The slight 

overlay in time comes from adding an element in the set of differences diffList after both hash values has 

been compared and an update has been confirmed. Another criterium is that the binary search would get 

a worst or an average case performance every time when finding a specific element, the time 

performance for worst and average case is the same for Binary search. This would generate a 

performance of  

𝑂 (𝑛 ∗  𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑚) 

where the O(n) comes from all the elements in A that would have to be found in set B. The O (log m) 

comes from the Binary search that would be done on an element from set A on the set B. An O (m) will 

be added from the hash value comparison for each element in A against all the elements in B. And lastly 

O(m) will be added as B gets searched for untouched elements. 

This will result in a time complexity of  

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚) +  2𝑚) 

Because the n*log(m) will grow faster than both n and m and by the laws of the Big oh notation this can 

further be reduced to  

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚))  

And when m approaches the size of n this can be expressed as 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 

 

Average-case 

An average case scenario will occur when there are few differences between the two sets A and B. The 

running time for this algorithm will then still preform close to its worst-case. All elements in set A will still 

be searched for in set B, which will yield a time complexity of  

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚)) 

When the delete differences between the sets are relatively small then there will be many matching 

elements in both sets. All matching elements will generate a hash value comparison, the amount of 

comparisons will be close to m. The notation O(ρ) will be used to different this from the full amount. 
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Finally, B will gets searched for untouched elements 

O(m) 

This will come down to an average-case time complexity of 

O(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚) + 𝜌 + 𝑚) 

Which in final Big Oh notation is 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚)) 

And when m approaches the size of n this can be written as 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 

Best-case 

Best case will occur when the no element in set A is found in B. Binary search would still have to search 

for all the elements in the second set B and perform on O (log n) when finding an element. The diff 

algorithm will then get a time complexity in Big Oh notation 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚)) 

Still all elements in set B must be searched for untouched elements so an extra m will be added 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚) + 𝑚) 

With the laws of Big Oh this can be simplified to 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚)) 

And when m approaches the size of n this can be written as 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 

Space requirement 

Worst-case 

The input for both the two datasets will be needed in the start, size n from dataset A and size m from 

dataset B. This will give a space complexity of m + n. The diff algorithm will also return a list with all the 

differences in it, the diffList. In the worst-case scenario, with respect to space, A and B will both differ 

completely from each other. This will give diffList a size of m + n. Adding these two together will give 

𝑂(2𝑚 + 2𝑛) 

This will generate a Worst case in the form of  

𝑂(𝟐𝒎 + 𝟐𝒏) → 𝑂(𝟐(𝒎 + 𝒏)) → 𝑂(𝒎 + 𝒏) 

When m approaches n this can be simplified to 

𝑂(2𝑛)  → 𝑂(𝑛) 
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Average-case 

As in the worst case the two datasets will be needed as inputs in the start. This will give a space 

complexity of m + n.  

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛) 

In the average case the difference between the two sets will be significantly less than the input sizes, this 

difference will be δ. 

Adding these space requirements together will give the final space requirement 

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛 +  δ) 

And with the laws of Big Oh will become 

𝑂(𝑛) 

 

Best-case 

The best case will still need to load the two datasets A and B. This will give space complexity of 

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛) 

In the best case no differences have been found between the two sets and an empty array is returned. 

With the laws of Big Oh the final space requirement will be  

𝑂(𝑛) 

 

An improvement on the delta diff algorithm – Method 2 
 

A way to improve on the average case from method 1 is to compare subsets of both lists against each 

other. This can be done by taking the hash values for each subset and then comparing them. This will 

eliminate big sets of data directly if they match. This method can be done by splitting up A and B into 

equally sized subsets and match the hash values of these subsets against each other. This approach will 

take up more memory thought. A more memory efficient way to solve this approach, and still not 

compromise on running time, is to work with the sets in a more online approach. This version requires 

that both data sets A and B is sorted beforehand, with respect to the same value. The first method only 

requires one set to be sorted. 

This approach needs two pointers for each dataset. One to mark the start, sA for A and Sb for B, and the 

other one to mark the end, eA for A and eB for B. A distance between these markers needs to be 

determined beforehand and is called pointerJump. pointerJump is essentially used to mark how big each 

subset will be. 
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The algorithm will start with comparing the hash for the whole set A against the whole set B, in the best 

case the hash value matches and nothing differs. This will yield a best-case scenario of O (1), if nothing 

has happened to the data then the hash value will be the same. If the hash values don’t match, then the 

algorithm will procced to place the start and end markers on each data. The markers will be sat with the 

distance of pointerJump between them. This will generate a first subset in set A and a first subset in set 

B. The hash values of these subsets will then be compared against each other. If the hash values match 

then the start and end markers will be moved. The start marker will be moved to the position of the old 

end marker. If the old end marker should be at the end of the set, then the new start position will be sat 

to the end as well. The end marker will be moved from its current position incremented by the value of 

pointerJump. If the placement of the current position added by pointerJump is beyond the end of its 

corresponding set, then the placement of the end marker will be at the end of the set. If any start marker 

hits the end of its corresponding set, then a flag will be sat to signal the end of the run. 

If the hash values for the subsets doesn’t match then each element in the range of sA to eA, will be 

searched for in the set B. This search will continue until either a match in the set B is found or sA is equal 

to eA. Binary search will be used for searching for an element in B. If the element A[sA] isn’t found in B it 

will be tagged as a delete and stored in the set for diffs diffList and sA will get incremented.  

If the current value A[sA] is found in B then the hash values for these objects will be compared to see if 

it’s a update or not. If the hash values don’t match then the element b, found in B, will be tagged as an 

update and stored in the set diffList. If the hash values match, then no diff has occurred. In both of these 

cases all elements in the range of sB to the index of the found element b will be stored in diffList as an 

insert. sB will then be sat to the index of b incremented by one, b+1, and sA will be incremented by one. 

eA will be sat to sA incremented by pointerJump and eB will be sat to sB incremented by pointerJump. 

The procedure will then start over from the beginning again comparing subsets. 

When the flag to end the run has been sat then the last run will check for any remaining elements in A 

and B. If A has any remaining elements, these will be tagged as deleted and added to the diffList. If B has 

any remaining elements, these will be tagged as inserted and added to the diffList. 

 

Time, Cost, and performance 

The time complexity for this approach will be around O (n * log(m)) in the worst case, the same as the 

first approach. But the average case will be better. 

 

Worst-case 

The worst case will be when every element in set B is updated. In this case no subset comparison will 

match, and every element will be searched for in B. Every element a that is searched for in B will also 

have to compare its hash value with the found element b.  

The pointer that indicates the subsets start will only move by one for each hit. This behavior will be like 

the algorithm from method 1. 
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Calculations will start with comparisons for all made subsets. If the number of subsets is r, then total 

number of comparisons will be 𝑂(𝑟).  

Next will be comparing each element inside each subset. Each subset will contain 
𝒏

𝒓
  elements. In worst 

case scenario each element in the subsets from A needs to be found in the set B. This will give the time  

𝑂 (
𝒏

𝒓
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝒎))  

When an element is found in B the hash values will be compared to see if it’s an update or not. This will 

yield a cost same as the number of elements in the subset 
𝑛

𝑟
 .  

This will come down to the equation 

𝑟 (
𝑛

𝑟
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚) +

𝑛

𝑟
)  +  𝑟 

Which evaluates to  

𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚) + 𝑛 + 𝑟 

Which in big Oh notations will come down to 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚)) 

And if the size of m approaches n this can be simplified to  

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 

Which is the same worst case as in the first method. 

 

Average case 

In the average case there would be little differences between the two sets. This would then result in 

many matches when comparing the subsets hash values. Still some subsets wouldn’t match but these 

would be few. The number of subsets that doesn’t match will be expressed as α. 

𝑂 (𝛼 (
𝑛

𝑟
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚) +

𝑛

𝑟
) + 𝑟) 

When α approaches the maximum number of subsets, this equation will be the same as the worst-case 

scenario. α will typically be small and thus yield a lower running time than the first method. 

With full simplification of the Big Oh notation this will be as following 

𝑂 (𝛼 (
𝑛

𝑟
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚))) 

And when m approaches the same value as n it can be expressed as 

𝑂 (𝛼 (
𝑛

𝑟
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛))) 
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Best case 

In the best case no difference has been made between the two sets. In that case the hash for set A and 

set B will match directly. This will yield a time of, In big oh notation 

O (1) 

 

Space requirement 

Worst case 

The space required for this algorithm is not better than the first method. A worst case scenario would be 

that set A and set B is completely different from each other. First space for both A and B would be 

required. This would yield a space requirement of  

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛) 

Secondly the set with all the elements that are differencecs, diffList , would need to hold both the size of 

A and the size of B. This would result in  

𝑂(2𝑚 + 2𝑛) 

which will be in big oh notation  

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛) 

When m approaches n this will can be simplified to  

𝑂(2𝑛)  → 𝑂(𝑛) 

 

Average case 

In the average case there would be small differences between the two sets. These difference will be 𝛼. 

First, the input sets would need to be accounted for. This would be the size of A and B 

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛) 

The size of the set holding all the differences, diffList, which would have the size 𝛼 would then be added  

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛 +  𝛼 ) 

In this average case 𝛼 will often be significantly smaller than both m and n. This will result in the same as 

worst case, in big oh notation 

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛)  → 𝑂(𝑛) 
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And as m approaches n  

𝑂(2𝑛)  → 𝑂(𝑛) 

 

Best case 

In the best case both the sets A and B will match directly. This would result in no differences and 

therefore diffList would be empty. The only space required is the one for the input sets A and B. 

In big Oh notation 

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛)  → 𝑂(𝑛) 

And as m approaches n 

𝑂(2𝑛)  → 𝑂(𝑛) 

 

Finding the delta in big data sets and parallel running 
When the data gets so big that operating on the data set becomes too costly or impractical to work with 

then another approach is needed than the first ones. This approach can make use the first two method 

that was introduced. It builds on the idea to split up the array based on processing units likes threads, 

with p number of threads. The input A and B needs to be sorted beforehand. This approach could be also 

be utilized to achieve parallel running of finding diffs between data sets. 

The first set A gets split into p subarrays  

𝒂𝑺𝒖𝒃 =  [𝒂𝟎, . . . , 𝒂𝒑] 

that are equally sized. The second set B will also get split into p equally big subarrays  

𝒃𝑺𝒖𝒃 =  [𝒃𝟎, . . . , 𝒃𝒑].  

The subarrays bSub will then get distributed on a corresponding set in aSub depending on the span of the 

subarray b. 

All subsets in aSub will get looped through looking for matching b subsets in bSub. 

A subset b is matching to a subset a if 

• 𝒃[𝟎]  ≥  𝒂[𝟎]  and   𝒃[𝒎]  ≤  𝒂[𝒏] , where m is the size of b and n  is the size of a. 

b will then be marked as used and added to the group corresponding to a. 

Otherwise if 

• 𝒃[𝟎]  ≥  𝒂[𝟎]  and  𝒃[𝒎]  ≥  𝒂[𝒏] and  𝒃[𝟎]  ≤  𝒂[𝒏] 

 or 

• 𝒃[𝒎]  ≤  𝒂[𝒏]  and  𝒃[𝟎]  ≤  𝒂[𝟎] and  𝒃[𝒎]  ≥  𝒂[𝟎] 
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then the subset b will get split in half and form two new subarrays that will be added to bSub and tried 

again to get matched to a set a.  

If none of these conditions apply, then the subset b won’t be added to a group and not marked as used. 

When all subarrays in aSub is done grouping the subarrays in bSub any remaining unused subarrays in 

bSub, with all its content, will be directly added to the set of differences diffListTot. Because none of the 

remaining unused subarrays in bSub have a correspondent span in aSub it’s safe to assume their input is 

all differences. It can even be directly assumed that these differences are inserts, as they don’t appear in 

the first set A and only appear in the new set B. 

After the matching is done, each subarray in aSub will start to calculate the difference against their 

matching subarrays from bSub with the use of any of the two methods presented and saving the results 

in a list called diffList. The list of differences from each subarrays group in aSub will then be added to 

diffListTot that holds the resulting differences. The set diffListTot will then hold the resulting differences 

between the sets A and B. 

 

Cost and performance for grouping 

Worst case 

In the worst-case scenario, all individual elements in set A would be an own group, then all elements in B 

would be needed to be divided into a single element. In this scenario all subarrays bSub would always 

overlap some group in aSub and therefore B would be needed to be split into individual elements. 

This will result in 2𝑚 − 1 total subarrays. Each subarray, starting with the original set B, would need to be 

compared against all aSub subarrays. Since they won’t match, each subarray would be divided in half 

creating two new subarrays until the arrays is just elements. This would result in 

𝑂((𝑟)(2𝑚 − 1)) 

comparisons where r is the number of subarrays in aSub, and m the size of set B. 

Lastly each subarray would need to be checked is they are touched or not 

𝑂(2𝑚 − 1) 

This will result in a time complexity of 

𝑂(𝑟(2𝑚 − 1) + (2𝑚 − 1)) 

Which simplified would be 

𝑂(𝑚) 

As m growth much faster than the rest of the constants. 
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Average case 

In the average case most arrays in bSub would directly match against its corresponding index in the aSub 

subarray group, with a few mismatching arrays α. Where r will be the number of subarrays in aSub and 𝜌 

will be the number of subarrays in bSub. The time cost to find which subarray in aSub a subarray in bSub 

should be grouped to will be 

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟) 

For all subarrays in bSub this will be 

𝑂(𝜌 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟)) 

For the remaining α that was mismatched this would be 

O(α ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟)) 

Add these two scenarios together and the final time complexity will be 

𝑂(𝜌 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟) + 𝛼 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟)) 

This simplified would be 

𝑂((𝜌 + 𝛼) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟)) 

𝛼 would be significantly smaller than 𝜌. And when 𝜌 approaches the same size as r this can be simplified 

to 

 

𝑂((𝜌) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟))   →  𝑂((𝑟) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟)) 

The last comparison is going to be to loop through all the remaining subgroups to find if one is untouched 

or not 

𝜌 + 𝛼 

 

Which will finally result in 

𝑂 ((𝜌 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟)) + (𝜌 + 𝛼)) 

That can further be simplified to  

𝑂(𝜌 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟))    →   𝑂(𝑟 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟)) 

 

Best case 

In the best case each b will be directly grouped with the first a. In this case each b will only compare with 

one a and fall directly into that group. The time cost would therefore be the same as the number of 

subarrays in bSub 
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𝑂(𝜌) 

Then all subarrays in bSub will be checked if they are touched or not. This will yield a time cost as the 

number of subarrays in bSub 

𝑂(𝜌) 

Adding these two together will yield in total  

𝑂(2𝜌) 

Which after simplification will be  

𝑂(𝜌) 

 

Space requirement 

Worst case 

At the start the algorithm will have to space for both the size of set A and B. 

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛) 

In his case everything between the both sets will be different, and B will have been partitioned several 

times. 

𝑂(𝜌 ∗ 𝑚𝑏 +  𝑛) 

With the laws of Big Oh this will be  

𝑂(𝑛) 

 

Average case 

The average case for space will correspond to the average case of time complexity. 

At the start memory for both sets A and B will be needed, which will give space requirement of  

𝑂(𝑚 +  𝑛) 

For subarray bSub, that gets paired against a subarray in aSub, an additional mb will be added, where mb 

is the size of the subarray. This will give additional space requirement of 

𝑂(𝜌 ∗ 𝑚𝑏) 

and for the mismatch α cases, where 𝑚𝛼 is the size of α, the space will be  

𝑂(𝛼 ∗ 𝑚𝛼) 

The memory for the diffListA will be  

𝑂(𝛿) 
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The final space requirement in the average case will thus be 

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛 + 𝜌 ∗ 𝑚𝑏 + 𝛼 ∗ 𝑚𝛼 + 𝛿)  

This can be further simplified to 

𝑂(𝑛) 

 

Best case 

In the best case the space requirement will start with input sizes of the sets A and B.  

𝑂(𝑚 +  𝑛) 

Further each subarray from bSub will take space of their size 

𝜌 ∗  𝑚𝑏 

In the best space case scenario, there will be no differences between the sets and the return list will be 

empty. 

The final space requirement for the best-case scenario is 

𝑂(𝑚 + 𝑛 + 𝜌 ∗ 𝑚𝑏) 

Which can be simplified to  

𝑂(𝑛) 

 

 

Time performances and Space requirements 
 

This section will have display and show the total runtime and space requirement for all three methods. 

Time complexities 

Table 1 Runtime of all three methods 

 

  

Algorithm Worst-case Average-Case Best-Case 

Method 1 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 

Method 2 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 
𝑂 (𝛼 (

𝑛

𝑟
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛))) 

𝑂(1) 

Method 3 𝑂(𝑚) 

 

 𝑂(𝑟 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟)) 

 

𝑂(1) 
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As both the method 1 and method 2 will behave the same on big inputs and have the same running time 

in the Worst case it can be worth to study their behavior further. The theoretical running time for the 

behavior of this worst case have been calculated. 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) 

The input sizes start from 500000 and goes up to the biggest size to the provided data dumps and 

increments with 500000 for each step.  

 

 

Figure 6 Theoretical behavior for runtime of method 1 and method 2 

 

Space complexities 

Table 2 Space requierment for all three methods 

Algorithm Worst-case Average-Case Best-Case 

Method 1 𝑂(𝑛) 𝑂(𝑛) 

 

𝑂(𝑛 ) 

 

Method 2 𝑂(𝑛) 𝑂(𝑛) 𝑂(𝑛) 

Method 3 𝑂(𝑛) 𝑂(𝑛) 𝑂(𝑛) 
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Data load system for the end system 
 

The current setup of the end system looks like following 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When data is loaded into the end system there are two tasks that is time consuming.  

1. To parse the data for the system. 

2. To load and replace the data.  

The runtime for both tasks is dependent on the input size of the data dump. 

Calculation for how long time the parser will take to operate can be expressed with the following 

equation 

𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
= 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒(𝑠) 

Equation 1 Describing the time it would take to parse data depending on input size. 

 

By studying previous data input a rough estimate on how many elements that gets treated per second 

can be calculated. Calculation shows that around 10080 elements per second gets processed. With this 

result a linear change in time is expected, dependent on the input size.  

System 

providing 

data dump 

Parsing 

data 

Loading 

data Database 

Figure 7 Describing the current setup of the main system 
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Figure 8 Graf of how long time each input size would take to parse 

 

With this correlation one can see that less elements to parse will clearly reduce the time.  

On the provided dumps the result of the end difference becomes 17426 elements. 

This will give a parsing time of  

17426

10080
=  1.7287 ≈ 1.73𝑠 

This is significantly better than the loading time of the original dump 

3598366

10080
= 356.980 ≈ 357𝑠   

The difference in just parsing will be around 6min. 
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Practical consideration of the system 

Notations 
The data input and output will be in the file format Comma-separated values, called CSV.  

The implementation will be programmed in Java. Java is a programing language that is used in many 

system program architecture solutions and is platform independent. 

 

Programing language and method implementation 
The implementation and integration in the live end system will focus on implementing the first method, 

method1. This algorithm has been chosen due to it begin easier to implement, maintain, and modify if 

needed. 

The implementation will be made as a Java program. Most programs made by the company is today 

made in Java and was requested because of consistency and therefore easier for rest of the staff to 

maintain. The implementation will run as a jar file with following input arguments 

• File path for first data dump 

• File path for the second data dump 

• Delimiter for parsing data 

• Column numbers for primary keys 

• Name of the output files  

Output of running the program will be a CSV file of all the differences between each data dump. 

 

Data reading and loading  
Two approaches have been considered when loading the data dumps into the Java program. The dumps 

are provided in CSV files. 

1. The CSV files could be loaded into a database. To get the data from the database, a creation of 

an API would be needed.  

2. The CSV files could also be loaded directly into the program and then parse out each column for 

data. 

In this implementation the second approach has been chosen. The second approach was chosen to not 

be depended on database types and no external (or internal) API is needed to be created. 

The files will be scanned line by line, each line will be hashed and saved as a full hash value in a data 

model object. The line will then be scanned for the columns that corresponds to the primary key. These 

columns will be concatenated and then hashed to a long type value, instead of a string. The primary key 

will be hashed to make comparisons easier in later stages. With this approach the primary key doesn’t 

have to be of any specific type. It can consist of several columns and they can be of any type. The primary 

key is then saved in the data model object. 
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After the file reading is done and all the necessary data has been collected, the data object is saved to a 

list that will hold all the diffobjects for the dump. Each line in the data dump will correspond to one 

object. 

 

Data hashing   
To detect if an update has occurred on a data object, the whole data object will be hashed. If the primary 

keys match but the hash values for the object is different, an update has occurred on that object.  

Many different hashing algorithms can be chosen for this task and any hashing that can ensure 

uniqueness is a suitable choice. The algorithm SHA-256 has been used in this implementation, it ensures 

uniqueness and is a well know hashing algorithm. The SHA-256 will also return the hash in integer format, 

which facilitates the comparisons done by the algorithm. 

 

Data model   
To be independent from the data model of the provided data, a more general data model has been 

constructed. The columns for the primary key will be concatenated together as a string and then that 

string will be hashed to a long value. Positions of these columns is going to be input arguments for the 

program. The hashing of the primary key is done to make sorting and comparison easier and to make 

sure that any type of primary key can be used. The hashing will not break the primary keys uniqueness 

and the primary key will still be the same across data dumps. 

The data model will consist of a hashed primary key, the hash value for the full object, an operation tag, 

and a Boolean that marks if the object is touched. 

The operation tag can be skipped if each operation has a separate return list, or the return data is 

represented in another way. 

  

DiffObject 

Long hashValue; 

Long primaryKey; 

String operation = ""; 

Boolean touched = false; 

Figure 9 Data model for the DiffObject model 
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Evaluation 
 

Testing of implementation 
Before any test data was provided the methods have been tested on arrays with simple int values. This 

made it somewhat problematic with detecting if an input was an update.  

Two dumps that originates from two different days has then been provided for testing. Both data dumps 

have a size around 3 600 000 inputs. Both data dumps will be imported to the Java program. During the 

import every line in the dump will be converted to a data object, called diffObject, and placed in an array. 

The array will hold all the data objects from the data dump. One separate array will be created for each 

data dump. Each array will then be sorted according to the hashed primary key for each diffObject. 

These arrays will then get compared with the method 1 to find out the differences between the dumps.  

Before full testing on the data dumps was performed, some insurance had to be made that the algorithm 

calculated the correct differences. This was done by duplicating one of the data dumps and then 

modifying it. By comparing the original dump and the modified version the result is already known. If the 

algorithm produces the expected result, then is safe to assume the algorithm works. If the result is 

different from the one expected, then the algorithm is faulty, and the errors must be addressed. This test 

came out positive for first method and the testing process could continue.   

The tests are done 1000 times on different input sizes in a local environment. For every input an average 

runtime will be calculated. Every run has been done on by taking randomized data from the data dumps 

provided to make each run more unique. 

 

Figure 10 Average runtime for Find and touch over different size arrays. 
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As can be seen in Figure 10 the time complexity indeed matches the theoretical one from Figure 6. 

For confirmation that the algorithm takes out the correct difference between the data dumps we will 

delete the found data from both dumps. The algorithm will get all the inserts from dump2, all deletes 

from dump1, and all updates between the dumps. All inserts will then be deleted from dump2, all delete 

operations will be deleted from dump1, and all updates will be deleted from both dumps. When all 

operations have been removed the two files should be identical and running the algorithm again should 

report back no differences. To ensure they look identical both arrays is once again sorted with respect to 

the primary key and the algorithm will be run once again and this time it reports zero difference. To make 

sure that the algorithm isn’t faulty, both altered dumps have been saved to a respective csv file and 

checked with the gnu diff tool to see if they match. Once again, no differences were reported. 

Testing was also done on a live environment server. Not many test runs were made, this due to it being a 

production server and therefore not as rigorous testing was dared to be made. The test was made on the 

same data as on the local environment.  

Comparing both full data dumps against each other in the local environment took in average 1311ms. 

Comparing both full data dumps against each other on the live server environment took in average 

1467ms. 

The small difference between the local testing and live testing could be background services and other 

programs running on the live server. It could also be that more test runs were made on the local machine 

and therefore produced a more accurate result.  

Comparing this to only finding differences between integers, in the local environment took in average 

1384ms. This result is nearly the same as with real traffic data. The small difference found here is most 

likely background noise from other programs that is running. 
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Data load testing 
Here the result of the current system in place will be put against the result of method1. Method1 parse 

and load time will be theoretical, as loading of the delta data dump isn’t possible yet in today’s system. 

 

Full parse and load on current system 

Full dump (3 588 969 records) 

Parse time: 3 minutes 18 sec = 198s 

Data load time: 2 minutes 38 sec = 158s 

Total:  356 sec (5 minutes and 56 s)  

 

Using method 1 

Read time for dump1: 27s 

Read time for dump2: 29s 

Delta calculation: 1.467 s 

Delta creation time:  27 + 29 + 1.467 sec = 55,467s  

Delta size: 17426 

Parse and Load time (approximation): 17426/10080 rows per second = 1.7426 sec 

Total time: 55,467 + 1,7426 = 57,20 sec = 57 sec 

 

Using method 1 with premade data as integers 

This run was made on premade data as integers instead of real traffic data. 

Time (ms): 1384 

Delta size: 17426 
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Discussion 
 

Solution approaches 
In the beginning the approach to the problem was to first make a method that would be easy to use and 

easy to implement, method 1. The thoughts behind this was if an easy solution was made that solved the 

core problem it could be expanded and build upon. In this way the first method was developed. The first 

method solved the core problem and was very simple to use and implement but could still be improved. 

The first method was developed from looking at the concepts from related and earlier work. By looking 

how the algorithms worked in a general diff calculating tool, a better understanding on how to tackle the 

problem was developed and which approaches that would be appropriate to continue with became clear. 

By looking on how the general case, how to calculate differences in two files, differs to this thesis core 

problem it become clear that an update pattern was needed. The update pattern is used to detect if 

matching elements between the two datasets is an update or not. From this the first method was made. 

The concept on keeping it simple was always in mind under development for the first method. Binary 

search was chosen when a search algorithm had to be introduced. This because it would keep the 

simplicity in the algorithm. One could consider changing the return value of the binary search with the 

found object instead of the index for the object. With this approach the element from the second set 

could be found and fetched at the same time, eliminating the step for fetching it later. This approach was 

not explored, of the reason to keep the code readable and easy to maintain. Another search algorithm 

could also have been chosen here, one that doesn’t require the data to be sorted beforehand. If one 

would like to replace the search algorithm it would be possible in all methods, especially in the first one 

because of the core concept of simplicity. After a method was created in concept, it had to be tried with 

inputs with an already known result. This step was done by hand at first, this to see where the method 

and concept might fail in theory. 

When the time came to look for improvements in the method1, the techniques and approaches from the 

related work was looked over again. An example of this is how to look over multiple inputs and not just 

one element at a time. The approach was either to compromise with the space requirement or the 

simplistic approach. The simplistic approach was therefore scrapped in favor of having a lower space 

requirement. The goal of the second method was to improve on the average case scenarios that could 

occur. As the expected amount of differences was low, an observation was made that overall many 

elements would be the same in both sets. Therefore, an approach that would look at whole sets of data 

instead of searching for every single element was adapted. The downside of this approach is that both 

data sets would have to be sorted beforehand.  

The last method had the focus on calculating the differences in parallel. It also focused on how to handle 

data that needs to be split up before being handled. No aspect to keep it simple or to keep memory low 

was approached in this method.  

The two first methods solves the core problem on their own, but with different approaches. Due to time 

constraint only one solution has been tested as an implementation. The method that got implemented is 

the first method, as requested by the company. They choose this method due to it being easier to 

implement and maintain.  
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A problem that was encountered on all three methods was that data “needed” to be sorted before 

differences was calculated. This maybe feel like a cheap approach, but it was efficient. The alternatives 

were either to go with sorting at least one input beforehand or investigate a search algorithm that could 

handle unsorted data and hope it will perform better than sorting beforehand. 

Implementation 
The implementation was made in the Java language. This choice was made due to the company uses Java 

as their main language and the server where the data dumps comes from already runs Java. A more 

feasible approach could have been a language where memory management would be possible. This could 

have made space requirement easier to handle for the second and third method if implemented. 

A more suitable implementation would have been to make an API against the database directly instead of 

being provided data dumps from the database and then load them into the implementation. Due to time 

constraint, no knowledge about how the database and data structure looked like, and that the company 

wanted the files to be parsed instead of loading them into a database, the API approach was not 

considered. Therefore, loading the files into the implementation took significantly longer time than the 

calculations for finding differences. This may or may not be solved by switching from the raw file loading 

to loading the data into a database and create an API to fetch the data. The sheer amount of time to just 

load the data made it feel insignificant to which method that was chosen to calculate the difference. This 

was a subproblem and it didn’t get much attention. It didn’t take more time to load the data into the 

implementation compared to load the data into the end system. This issue was noted and will perhaps ne 

addressed when the final integration is made.  

 

End results 
The outcome of the result is what was desired for from the product owner, a general solution that could 

be implemented on several systems and operate in a fast manner. The differences that could have been 

made for the resulting product is how it loads the data and an integration directly into a system program 

instead of a standalone program, which could streamline the processes even more. Though the resulting 

product achieves a desired result, it’s more a proof of concept or a minimal viable product than a full 

fetched integrated solution. Further integrations with cohering systems or a full implementation still 

should be made by the company. Testing should will be needed to see if the differences produced will be 

faster to load into the end system or if the approach with truncating and loading is the best solution. 

Theoretically updating the difference would be faster but as it stands no practical proof have been made. 
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Conclusions and future work 

Result and conclusions 
The tests and theoretical results would make the implementation faster than the current solution. It 

shows that the implementation would be about 5-6 times faster. This can be shown after testing how 

long time the implementation would take on the live serve and how long time it would take to load the 

differences into the end system.  

The results seem to be accurate with the theoretical calculations. The live server data and the local 

environment runs is similar enough to be equal. One might get better results on the live server if more 

memory was allocated to the Java runtime environment than what is given as standard. 

 

Conclusion 

The new implementation is worth going for. It’s faster as it currently stance and can still be improved 

upon to be even faster. The current version of the implementation would only need a cronjob to run the 

jar of the implementation and then a resulting file of all the diffs would be provided. This would be much 

faster than the system currently in place. 5 minutes of unnecessary downtime would theoretically be 

saved daily.   

 

Future work 
 

Loading data to the implementation 

Instead of parsing the CSV dump files directly into the implementation an API approach against a 

database that holds the data could be investigated. This approach could be faster than first having to 

make a data dump file and then load that data dump into the system but testing of both approaches 

would be needed to determine this.   

 

 

Sorting the data 

Future work to see if there exists a search algorithm for unsorted data. That algorithm would need to be 

faster than the result of sorting the data and using Binary Search. If this cloud be achieved, then sorting 

beforehand would become unnecessary.  
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Implementation of all the methods 

Full implementation of all the three methods to see which ones that would be faster in practice and not 

just in theory. These implementations could also help distinguish which use cases that would be more 

feasible for each approach. The possibility that the third method combined with the first can perhaps be 

faster than just running the first method could also be further explored. 

 

Update patterns 

For updates another approach than looking at the hash value for the data object could further be 

explored. Another update pattern could perhaps save time, as no data object would be needed to be 

hashed, and the risk of choosing an inconsistent hashing algorithm would be eliminated.   

 

Testing, quality and assurance 

The testing that was done on the local machine is only made on two data dumps, more testing on diverse 

data is needed to get more accurate results on the algorithm running time. Testing on other data models 

should also be done. This to see if the runtimes still accurate and consistent across different data.  

To see how accurate the methods is, test runs on data dumps with an already known outcome should be 

explored. These should be made on different data models and on different data sets sizes. 

It’s taken for granted that inserting, deleting, and updating the data in the end system will be faster than 

truncating and loading every input. This should be the case but further investigation on this would be 

needed. 
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